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ABSTRACT

In this study, starch gel electrophoresis was used to identify 

inter- and intra-populational allele frequency differences in the sagua-

ro» Carnegiea gigantea Engelnu (Britt, and Rose). Seeds were taken from 

adult plants at six sites representing different environmental conditions; 
adults sampled at each site were divided into three broad age groups 

based on size. The seeds were germinated and 3-8 week old seedlings 

used in electrophoretic studies.

Thirteen enzyme systems were examined, of which seven gave clear 

enough results for further study. Assignment of isozyme hands to loci 

and alleles was based on analysis of progeny from a cross between two 

specific adults. Thirteen loci were identified of which three, an 

esterase, a glutamic oxaloacetate transaminase and a phosphoglucose 

isomerase were polymorphic. Each polymorphic locus was controlled by 

two alleles in all populations except that the esterase showed a third 

allele in low frequency for one population.

Statistical analysis of allele frequencies showed no consistent 

intra-population differences. Inter-population differences were sig

nificant and were analyzed by computer against several defined environ

mental factors. Particularly strong correlation was found between 

degree of drought stress and allele frequency variation. This and 

other correlated factors were interpreted as relevant to saguaro 

establishment and survival.
viii



INTRODUCTION

Several features of the saguaro cactus, Carnegiea gigantea 

Engelm.(Britt, and Rose), promoted interest in examining it electroreti- 

cally, A pattern of morphological variation (Niering, Whitaker and Lowe, 

1963) suggested genetic differences, and marginal populations which ap

peared to be restricted in expansion and reproduction by environmental 

factors (Shreve, 1910) seemed likely to exhibit genetic variation influ

enced by selection. Another factor was the possibility of genetic dif

ferences among age groups, which might suggest changing selective 

pressures relative to environmental changes with time (Gottlieb, 1974b; 

Mulcahy, 1975). The age of the oldest plants has been estimated at 150- 

175 years and the youngest producing seed are thought to be 35-40 years 

old (Hastings and Alcorn, 1961; Shreve, 1910); this results in a conser

vative estimate of 100 years over which such changes might be recorded 

in the genetic composition of the adult populations sampled. Also of 

interest were possible correlations of genetic differences in saguaros 

of different areas with those of the desert adapted species Drosophila 

nigrospiracula which uses the decaying tissues of the cactus throughout 

the range (Sluss, 1975).

The present study was designed to survey representative saguaro 

populations for allele frequency differences at several loci. The 

starch gel electrophoretic technique was chosen to identify allozymes for 

this study as it has been used successfully in many genetic studies of 

natural plant populations and offered a means of screening a number of

1



loci simultaneously. Seeds were collected from saguaros of different 

ages in both marginal and central populations and later germinated for 

use in electrophoresis. Electrophoretic isozymes were identified as 
allozymes by progeny testing and the frequencies of particular allozymes 

analyzed statistically for differences among age groups and populations. 

Differences found were then correlated with variation patterns in cer

tain environmental factors to gain insight into the above questions.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Important in any genetic study is the ability to identify 

allelic differences at single loci. Most single base changes in a DNA 

sequence result in an amino acid substitutions or deletions in the 

polypeptide coded by that DNA. About 30% of these amino acid changes 

alter the charge of the polypeptide produced (Lewontin, 1974). Such a 

charge change is reflected in the mobility of the polypeptide in a 

stabilizing matrix, thus giving direct information about the genetic 

composition of the organism.

The use of hydrolyzed starch as a gel matrix for electrophoretic 

separation of proteins by size and charge was introduced by Smithies 

(1955) and later modified by Poulik (1957) who improved resolution with 

a discontinuous buffer system. Subsequent development of histochemical 

staining methods utilizing specific enzyme reactions to form colored 

products (Hunter and Markert, 1957) allowed visualization of separated 

enzymes in the starch gel. Several electrophoretically separated en

zymes with the same substrate specificity were called isozymes (Markert 

and Moller, 1959) and included all bands present without regard to ge

netic relationship. Formal demonstration of Mendelian inheritance of 

electromorphs was first made with an esterase of Tetrahymena (Allen, 

1960) and a maize esterase (Schwartz, 1960), and subsequently by many 

other investigators. The term allozyme was later proposed (Prakash, 

Lewontin and Hubby, 1969) for those bands representing products of dif
ferent alleles at a single locus.

3



4
The applicability of electrophoretic techniques in examining ge

netic variability was first noted by Shaw, who described the amount of 

electrophoretically detectable polymorphism in Peromyscus maniculatus 

(Shaw, 1964) and pointed out the value of the method for determining the 

percentage of polymorphic loci in a species and the amount of hetero

zygosity maintained in individuals of the species (Shaw, 1965). A care

ful electrophoretic study of genetic variability in ID. pseudoobscura 

(Lewontin and Hubby, 1966) revealed, as had Shaw's work, extensive poly

morphism. This seemed to contradict the classical theory that variant 

forms of genes were rare, usually deleterious, and quickly eliminated by 

selection. Other studies soon showed the same situation in a variety of 

organisms.

• It was originally proposed that most variant alleles were neu

tral with respect to environmental variables (King and Jukes, 1969;

Kimura, 1969) and were maintained by drift, mutation, and gene flow 

(Kimura and Maruyama, 1971). However, much accumulated evidence suggests 

that variability is maintained by some form of selection: correlation of 

particular alleles with environmental factors (Koehn, 1969; Marshall and 

Allard, 1970a; Johnson, 1969; Selander et al., 1971; Pandey, 1972; Day, 

Hillier and Clarke, 1974); apparent frequency dependent selection (Kojima 

and Yarbrough, 1970); and apparent heterosis at particular loci (Richmond 

and Powell, 1970; Marshall and Allard, 1970b; Singh, Hubby and Lewontin,

1974). High levels of heterozygosity existing in individuals without an 

evident detrimental genetic load were explained on the basis that selec

tion operates in several ways and acts on the whole organism, not solely 

on individual loci (Milkman, 1967; Sved, Reed and Bodmer, 1967).
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Mechanisms of selection by specific environmental factors have 

been difficult to identify, however. One approach to this problem has 

been the examination of the functions of certain enzymes in relation to 

their observed variability. Enzymes involved in glucose metabolism 

(specific enzymes, group I) showed significantly less variation than 

those utilizing such substrates as alcohols and esters from the envi

ronment (non-specific enzymes, group II) in populations of Drosophila 

ananasse (Gillespie and Kojima, 1968; Kojima, Gillespie and Tobari, 

1970). Also, regulatory enzymes (for example, rate limiting enzymes) 

were suggested to be more sensitive to selective pressure and thus more 

likely to be genetically variable than non-regulatory (substrate limit

ed) ones (Johnson, 1974). The function of an enzymes may thus cause it 

to respond more or less readily to selective forces in the environment. 

Such studies of enzyme function may help elucidate selective control of 

polymorphism at particular loci.

The starch gel electrophoretic technique has not been widely 

used in genetic studies of natural populations. Animals have been 

studied more extensively than plants, but some annual plants have re

ceived considerable attention. After initial work on the familiar 

laboratory plant Zea mays (com) to explore the technique and clarify 

analysis of results (Scandalios, 1969), the method was extended to wild 

annual plants.

Studies were designed to examine the relationship of breeding 

system and population structure and to look for correlations of genetic 

variability with observed morphological differences in order to deter

mine the amount of polymorphism in plants and the role of selection in
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maintaining it. Comparison of heavily inbred California wild oat spe

cies Avena barbata and A. fatua with outcrossing Zea mays and Hordeum 

vulgare (barley) revealed that the inbred species are as polymorphic as 

outcrossers but show less intra and more interpopulation variation and 

maintain the polymorphism in homozygotes for different alleles instead 

of in heterozygotes. This suggests considerable epistatic interaction 

in inbreeders, with the whole genotype acting as a unit of selection 

(Allard and Kahler, 1971). In addition to unexpectedly high levels of 

polymorphism in both, A. fatua is more variable than A. barbata 

(Marshall and Allard, 1970b), a situation evidently attributable to 

habitat factors and predicted by an earlier genetic study of morpholog

ical characters (Imam and Allard, 1965). Also, A. barbata shows intra- 

population correlation of allele frequencies with habitat change over 

short distances (Hamrick and Allard, 1972) and with differences in 

quantitative characters (Marshall and Allard, 1970a; Hamrick and Allard,

1975). Other studies have showed ambiguities in the relationship be

tween breeding system and genetic variability, and further suggest a 

complex interaction of breeding system and selective forces in main

taining polymorphism (Kalin de Arroyo, 1975; Babbel and Selander, 1974).

In addition to its usefulness in identifying genetic variability 

and aiding evaluation of the role of selection in maintaining poly

morphism, the electrophoretic technique has proved valuable for review

ing the phylogeny of various groups (Gottlieb, 1973a and b, 1974a) and 

has potential for analyzing genetic change over time. The Avena spe

cies, for example, were imported from the Mediterranean region and be

came established in California about 400 years ago. Comparisons between
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these forms and present Mediterranean species thus provide information 

about the amount of genetic divergence occurring over a known time peri

od (Clegg and Allard, 1972). Electrophoretic comparison of Clarkia 

franciscana seedlings from seeds collected in 1958 and 1971 revealed no 

significant differences in alleles or allele frequencies, but the sample 

size was small and the time span relatively short. It is thought that 

seeds from herbarium specimens or sources such as cones on old bristle- 

cone pines or sequoias might provide seedlings which, when compared with 

those of recent seeds, might show allele frequency changes over time 

(Gottlieb, 1974b).

Studies of wild diploid annuals provide useful information for 

work on perennials, but these plants present additional problems. Dif

ferential responses of plants at different times of life and effects of 

environmental change on adults and offspring during the life span must 

be considered. The predicted lag in genetic changes resulting from 

changes in selective environmental pressures on perennials was examined 

in a long-lived perennial, Acer saccharum (sugar maple). Seedlings of 

different cohorts, or year age classes, were studied electrophoretically. 

Since a cohort is most affected by environmental conditions in the year 

of establishment, subpopulations displaying different allele frequencies 

were expected and found. Such subpopulations, adapted in some cases to 

conditions which no longer prevail, may reduce fitness of the population 

as a whole, but also provide a supply of genetic variability unlikely in 

a very homogeneous environment (Mulcahy, 1975).



NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SAGUARO

The saguaro cactus, Carneglea gigantea Engelm. (Britt, and 

Rose), is native to the Sonoran desert. Its range extends from the 

Colorado River east to the Galliuro Mts. and the Rincon Mts. in south 

central Arizona, and from the Hualapai Mts. south of Kingman, Arizona 

to the Rio Mayo area of southern Sonora, Mexico. Throughout this area it 
is found at elevations between sea level and 4000 ft. (102m) (Hastings, 

Turner and Warren, 1972). In northern and eastern areas, range is obvi
ously limited by cold winter temperatures accompanying higher altitudes 

and more continental conditions (Niering et al., 1963; Shreve, 1911). 

Moisture appears to limit the range to the west, where spring rains 

essential to prolific flowering and seed set, and summer rains neces

sary for abundant germination, are lacking in most years (Brum, 1973). 

Factors limiting the range in the south have not been studied, but 

weather records indicate a severe lack of winter and spring rainfall in 

that area. Summer rainfall appears to be adequate for germination in 

every year recorded (Hastings, 1964; Hastings and Humphrey, 1969); 

however, thorn forest vegetation and lava boulders cover the area, and 

seeds falling in the thick leaf litter or among the large rocks may 

lack sufficient light for germination. It has been shown that red 

light is essential for this process in saguaros (Alcorn and Kurtz,

1959). Excessive summer rainfall in this area may also bury seeds and 

cause rotting of sprouted seedlings (Steenbergh and Lowe, 1977).

8
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Morphological differences are evident within the species in 

different parts of the range. Individuals in northern areas have larger 

stem diameters and fewer flutings than those from southern populations. 

The smaller surface-to-volume ratio is probably advantageous in surviv

ing the colder winter temperatures in the north (Niering et al., 1963).
The saguaro occurs primarily on coarse bajada soils and well- 

drained rocky areas. It does not grow naturally on playas or on fine 

outwash soils. The seedlings need some shade during the first few 

years of life. They have a large surface-to-volume ratio and a thin 

cuticle, so are vulnerable to both drying and sunburning, and best be

come established under plants as paloverde (Cercidium spp.), mesquite 

(Prosopis spp.), or smaller desert perennials. So important are these 

’nurse plants' that a paucity of them in the drier western areas of 

Arizona may play a part in limiting the range: the few seeds which do

form have little chance of establishment if shade is scarce (Turner et 

al., 1966). Such plants, with attendant leaf litter, not only shade 

seedlings but also protect them from consumption by rodents and rabbits 

which depend upon the tender seedlings for water (Niering et al., 1963).

Saguaros mature slowly, with most growth occurring during summer 

monsoon periods (Hastings, 1961). Studies have shown that the growth 

rate varies with age. Fastest growth is seen in the first 25 years (4 

to 5 ft.), with the rate tapering off somewhat thereafter. The purpose 

of such studies was to determine growth rates for different age classes 

and thus provide a basis for estimating ages of variously sized indi

viduals in the field (Hastings and Alcorn, 1961), and more detailed 

studies of a similar type are presently being conducted (Turner, pers.
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comm., 1975). It appears that the largest saguaros are between 150 and 

175 years old (Hastings and Alcorn, 1961). This Is In good agreement 

with Shreve’s early estimate of 175 years, although his data on varia

tion of growth rate with age differ slightly from those of Hastings and 

Alcorn (Shreve, 1910). Branches probably do not form on saguaros less 

than 60 years of age, and flowering begins when plants are 30-35 years 

old (Steenbergh and Lowe, 1977). Growth and development patterns have 

been found to vary somewhat with climatic variation across the range of 

the cactus (Steenbergh and Lowe, 1977).

Flowering begins as the weather warms in late April and con

tinues into early June. The perfect (hermaphroditic) flowers open at 

dusk and generally close at least by 5 p.m. the following day; in cool

er weather, or during occasional fall flowering, blossoms may remain 

open for two or three days (MacGregor, Alcorn and Olin, 1962).

Position changes in the stigma as the flower ages are similar 

to those in self-fertile flowers (MacGregor et al., 1962); however, the 

large pollen-ovule ratio, 3482 stamens: 1980 ovules in one flower 

(Bessey, 1914) , suggests self-sterility (Cruden, 1977). Self pollina

tion of individual flowers resulted in no seed set at all; when flowers 

on the same arm were cross-pollinated, 0.6% produced seed, and 8.3% 

produced seed when flowers from different arms of the same plant were 

cross-pollinated. (Reasons for this discrepancy are not discussed and 

probably are not known; the mechanisms involved in expression of com

patibility and incompatibility are incompletely understood.) Cross

pollination of flowers from two different plants resulted in seed set 

99.5% of the time, while in naturally pollinated controls, 47.8% set
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seed. As the season progressed, the proportion of naturally pollinated 

flowers setting fruit declined; this figure was for mid-May. In nature, 

pollination probably is effected by bees and birds, especially doves, 

during daylight hours, and by bats and insects at night, with predawn 

pollination apparently more effective than that at other times while 

the blossom is open (Alcorn et al., 1959; MacGregor et al., 1962).

The fruits become ripe over a period of several weeks beginning 

about mid-June. Fruiting peaks of July 7 and July 14 have been reported 

for successive years (Steenbergh and Lowe, 1969) and such year to year 

variations probably are the result of climatic influence on flowering 

time. Fruits set early in the blooming season take longer (42-43 days) 

to mature than fruits set later (30-31 days) with an average maturation 

time of 37 days (MacGregor et al., 1962). Blackened, shriveled flowers 

often remain attached to the fruit during development. The green fruits 

are of mature size and contain white seed which turns brown, then black 

when mature. At about the time the seed becomes black, the pulp and 

part of the outer flesh become red, indicating the ripeness of the 

fruit. Black seed harvested from a still green fruit did not germinate.

The fruit is a berry. The fleshy outer covering splits into 

sections within 24-36 hours after reddening, revealing a bright red 

inner surface and a mass of red pulp containing many small black seeds. 

The number of seeds per fruit is somewhat variable from area to area, 

and the size of seeds varies from plant to plant even within a popula

tion. The inner pulp is reminiscent of a fig with somewhat large seeds. 

Its bright red color and high sugar content make it attractive to birds.
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which can be seen eating it especially during early morning hours. In

sects also are seen crawling around inside the fruit.

Seeds soon fall to the ground, where they are vulnerable to 

birds, insects, and rodents. Seed broadcast experiments have shown that 

rodents and insects destroy seed on the ground quite rapidly (Steenbergh 

and Lowe, 1969). In nature the seed is clumped in the sticky pulp and 

probably is removed even more quickly than the washed seed used in 

broadcast experiments. Thus it is advantageous that the fruiting season 

coincides with the beginning of the summer monsoon period as little seed 

would remain on the ground for very long. The saguaro has long been 

known to germinate during summer rains (Shreve, 1920). Seeds are able 

to germinate immediately upon ripening, with no period of dormancy, if 

provided with sufficient moisture, and generally germinate within 48-72 

hours after receiving this moisture (pers. obs.). In nature, many seeds 

undoubtedly are washed to the ground by heavy rains of summer storms and 

germinate immediately. Experiments with hand-distributed seed in the 

field indicate that germination occurs more readily after a second rain

fall (Steenbergh and Lowe, 1969), but this may depend upon how much rain 

falls during the first storm seeds receive. This might help to explain 

the reduced establishment of new plants at the dry western edge of the 

range, as summer storms there are fewer and farther apart in time than 

those in the eastern and southern parts of the range.

Physiologically, saguaros appear to be plants with Crassulacean 

Acid Metabolism (CAM) (Despain, Bliss and Boyer, 1970). CAM involves a 

mechanism whereby CO^ is taken up during the dark and used to form ma- 

late, which is stored in cell vacuoles. The CO^ is then released during
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daylight for use in photosynthesis. This type of metabolism occurs 

primarily in succulent plants and appears to be an adaptation to desert 

conditions as stomates can remain closed during hot daylight hours in 

summer and thus conserve internal plant water. CAM may be somewhat 

facultative, used more as conditions require it (Ranson and Thomas, 

1960). The exact mechanism by which CAM acts to control the opening 

and closing of stomates is presently unclear, but several factors are 

probably involved. Internal concentrations of CO^ are thought to af

fect stomata! opening and closing directly in a wide variety of plants, 

with higher concentrations causing closure and lower ones opening. In

ternal COg levels are in turn controlled by several variables. High 

temperatures (30-35°C) increase intercellular CO^ concentration; water 

stress has the same effect, as does light. Presumably, these things 

activate enzymes which in turn control the CO^ level in various ways. 

Plants with CAM add another factor: the ability to 'store* COg in the

form of an organic acid complex. In such plants, lower nighttime tem

peratures put to work enzymes which incorporate COg into organic acids, 

thus reducing intercellular COg and causing stomatal opening during the 

night; in the morning, rising temperatures, and probably also sunlight, 

initiate the release of CO^ from its unique storage, thus causing an 

increase in free CO^ and subsequent stomatal closure (Meidner and 

Mansfield, 1965).

Two year old saguaro seedlings showed uptake of CO^ in the dark 

under conditions of abundant moisture and constant moderate (26°C) tem

perature; raising the constant temperature to 31°C resulted in a lower 

rate of dark CO^ uptake, although the pattern remained similar. These
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data suggest the existence of a typical CAM metabolism in saguaros 

(Despain et al., 1970). Older plants probably utilize CAM more effec

tively as they have a large mass of parenchyma. This permits storage 

of a considerable volume of water which stabilizes the internal tem

perature of the plant in hot weather and thus allows a gradual release 

of COg from the cells. The shade necessary for young plants helps keep 

the small internal volume cooler, and the lower temperatures and re

duced light levels in shade play a part in regulating liberation of COg 

at an optimum rate (Despain et al., 1970).



METHODS AND MATERIALS

Sampling Procedures

Between June 22 and July 11, 1975, saguaro seeds were harvested 

from plants in six localities chosen to represent environmental differ

ences within the range. The sites are shown in Figure 1 and described 

in Table 1.

Where possible, 30 plants were sampled: 10 large, mature plants

(plants over 25 feet tall with one or more large arms); 10 middle-sized 

plants (plants 15-25 feet tall, most with one or more small arms); and 

10 small plants (those up to 15 feet, with no arms). Height was impor

tant in a general way as an approximation of age. Crude measurements 

were made for each plant, using a twelve foot pole and estimating the 

height above that, and only plants clearly fitting a particular class 

were sampled.

Fruits had to be taken from the arms of very tall cacti, but 

this did not introduce much bias since nearly all large saguaros have 

arms. Plants very close together were not both sampled as there was a 

good chance that both could have seeded from the same parent. In most 

cases this was not a problem because of the abundance of individuals all 

in fruit at once.

Ripe fruits were knocked from sample plants with a long pole. 

Fruit from each sample plant was placed in a small paper sack labeled 

with the plant size, identifying number, and a letter indicating the area 

of the sample. Each plant was described as to number, direction, and
15



Table 1. Descriptions of collection sites.

Area Location Exposure and Soil Type Rainfall in Temperature

Saguaro National Monument, 
Rincon Mt. District; plants 

A were sampled along a service 
road and the north picnic 
area road, north of scenic 
drive.

Ironwood Picnic Area, Tucson 
Mt. County Park; plants were 

B sampled along a jeep road,
south of the picnic area 
road.

Organ Pipe Cactus National 
Monument; plants were sampled 

C along main road through
Monument, just south of 
Alamo Pass.

Cerro Masiaca, near Navajoa, 
Sonora, Mexico; plants were 

D sampled from entire small
population on the hill with 
the microwave tower.

Gentle north-facing slope 
with light, sandy, fairly 
fine soil, mostly granitic. 
Saguaros dense. Elev. 3100*.

Gentle NW facing slope; 
soil is light, sandy and 
fairly fine, mostly 
granitic. Saguaros dense. 
Elev. 2815*.

Gentle, south-facing slope 
with granitic sandy soil. 
Saguaros dense. Organ Pipe 
Cactus present. Elev.
1678'.

Very steep, amphitheater 
shaped hillside, covered 
with large lava boulders. 
Saguaros sparse. Hecho 
cactus present. Elev. 2079'

Winter 3.95 x H 86.08

Spring 1.54 x L 53.58

Summer 7.50 X 69.83

Winter 2.30 x H 83.9

Spring 1.32 x L 55.8

Summer 6.00 X 69.9

Winter 2.99 x H 85.1

Spring 1.12 x L 53.1

Summer 5.06 X 69.2

Winter 2.55 x H not
avail

Spring 0000 x L not 
avail,

Summer 11.61 X 77.36



Table 1, Continued

Area Location Exposure and Soil Type Rainfall in Temperature

Harquahala Mts. near Salome, 
Az.; plants were sampled along

Gentle, SSW-facing slope with 
light, sandy, fairly fine

Winter 2.42 x H 84.4

E a dirt road parallel to the 
main road to Salome, in a site

soil, which appears granitic. 
Saguaros quite dense.

Spring 1.30 x L 50.2

under study to determine growth 
rates for saguaros of sizes 
and ages.

Elev. 1700'. Summer 3.15 X 67.3

Molino Basin area, Mt. Lemmon; 
plants were sampled along the

Very steep, south-facing slope 
with coarse, granitic soil.

Winter 4.46 x H 81.4

F Catalina Highway, just below 
Molino Basin, at the altitu
dinal limit of the range.

Saguaros quite sparse. 
Elev. 3700'.

Spring

Summer

1.93

8.59

x L

X

49.5

65.5

Winter = Nov,, Dec., Jan., Feb. 

Spring - Mar., Apr., May, June. 

Summer = July, Aug., Sept., Oct.

H = high, L = low, Elevation In feet 

Temperature In Farenhelt ° Degrees
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Figure 1. Collection sites for saguaro seed in relation to the range of 
the saguaro.
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length of arms, plant height, and position with respect to relatively 

permanent landmarks such as highways, washes, and large trees. This 

was done to allow resampling of particular plants later if necessary.

In the lab, the pulp was scraped from each fruit and the outer 

fleshy covering discarded. The pulps were dried and stored in the 

proper sack for the duration of the collecting period. Seeds were 

later separated by placing the pulp in a tea-sized strainer and run

ning water over it, softening it and rinsing away the sugar and water 

soluble red pigment. Seeds and remaining pulp were then spread on 

paper towel and allowed to dry thoroughly, then the seeds were broken 

free and transferred to small glass vials for storage.

Seedlings were then grown for use in starch gel electrophore

sis. It was found that fine sand (passing .495 mm mesh) was the best 

substrate for germination as it held water better than coarse sand, 

and did not encourage mold growth as did absorbant paper. This sand 

was placed in a beaker and autoclaved (15 lbs. for 20 min.), then

poured into plastic petri dishes which had been washed with Micro- 
RQuat fungicidal solution and dried under UV light in a hood. Dishes 

were filled to a depth oft h cm and enough sterile distilled water 

was added to saturate the sand and leave a little free water in the 

dish. To minimize mold growth, seeds were scattered on the wet sand 

under UV light, then the dishes were covered and removed from the hood.

Seed samples were germinated several times during the study. 

Initially 200 seeds of each sample from areas A, B, and D were started. 

The seedlings were grown for three weeks, harvested, counted to check 

germination rate, and frozen. Although seedlings frozen for a short
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time worked well, and frozen plant tissues have been used successfully 

in electrophoresis by several workers, (Kahler and Allard, 1970; Levin, 

1975) , young saguaros frozen for several weeks tended to dry out and 

were generally unsuitable for electrophoresis. Inconsistent temper

atures in the freezer or the method of wrapping the seedlings for 

storage may have caused problems.

Subsequently, all samples were germinated at once, with two 

samples per dish to save space. However, it was found that seedlings 

more than six weeks old produced unclear electrophoretic bands for 

some enzyme systems, and it was difficult to run all samples within 

this time period if they all were germinated at once. A manageable 

number of samples was obtained finally by growing all samples from 

large plants (size 1) from all areas simultaneously, then later, all 

those from size 2 plants, and still later, all those from size 3, or 

small plants. This setup also allowed the use of some seedlings from 

each population on each gel. Such a technique provided internal stan

dardization so that differences between gel runs were not mistaken for 

differences between populations.

Since samples from areas A, B, and D had showed apparent dif

ferences in germination potential when checked, and since differences 

had been noted among all areas during other germination periods of the 

study, a formal check of germination rates for each sample was made 

near the end of the study. Dishes were set up in the usual way, but 

using 100 seeds per sample, and placed beside a window during June, 

1977; thus the seedlings were grown under a light regime similar to 

that for germination in the field. Progress at 60, 84, and 108 hours
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was noted; the seedlings were then watered and the final germination 

rate was recorded one to two weeks later. Seeds germinated under day

light conditions did not appear to germinate faster than those grown 

under artificial white light used earlier in the study, but they did 

seem to be fuller and more robust, ready to run electrophoretically 

sooner (1% weeks) than those grown under a light bulb (3 weeks). 

Occasional seedlings germinating under fluorescent lights in the lab 

were etiolated and did not run well.

Electrophoretic Technique

Gels were made from hydrolyzed potato starch (Fisher-Connaught 

Laboratories, Toronto, Ontario, Can.) and tris-citrate buffer (.075 M 

tris, .02 M citrate, pH 8.6). Initially a 13% starch suspension (52g/ 

400 ml) was used; the buffer was divided, with 100 ml added to the 

starch in a side arm flask, and 300 ml boiled in a volumetric flask.

The hot buffer was then added to the starch suspension and the flask 

rotated vigorously, thus cooking the starch instantly. Variation be

tween batches of starch subsequently necessitated a change to 12% 

starch (48g/400 ml), and a different cooking method in which all the 

buffer was added to the starch at once and the mixture swirled over a 

flame until bubbly and translucent. At this stage, for either method, 

a tube connected to the side arm of the flask was attached to a vacuum 

line, and a vacuum applied to the molten gel for approximately 10 sec

onds to remove air bubbles. A rubber cork with a small hole was used 

to stopper the flask so that the vacuum could be initiated by placing a



finger over the hole and released gently, after degassing, by rolling 

the finger to one side.

After degassing, the gel was poured quickly into a plexiglass 

tray 1 cm x 19*5 cm x 17% cm. The viscous molten gel had a tendency to 

'mound up’ in the center of the tray and set up quickly in this form.

This caused uneven running of enzymes during electrophoresis, and was
Rcounteracted initially by covering the molten gel with Saran Wrap and

flattening the top with a plexiglass plate. Later it was found that

the gel could be settled into the comers and leveled by holding the

tray firmly with one hand and tapping it sharply on the side with the

other immediately after the gel was poured. If the gel was made only 1

to 2 hours before use, as was usually the case, it was left uncovered at

room temperature to set up and cool completely. If the gel was to be

stored overnight, it was allowed to cool and set up slightly after pour-
Ring and leveling, then was well covered with Saran Wrap and allowed to 

stand at room temperature until use.

Seedlings selected for electrophoresis were stripped of roots 

and sand, and placed on a glass plate. A piece of Whatman #3 filter 

paper precut to 11x3 mm was placed below each one. Each plant was then 

ground with a porcelain pestle, and the resulting liquid absorbed onto 

the paper. It was necessary to do this carefully as pieces of tissue, 

if caught on the paper wick, caused blurring of the enzyme bands. If 

seedling fluid was insufficient to saturate the wick and keep it moist 

until insertion in the gel, a small drop of distilled water was added.

A horizontal cut was made 4 cm from one end of the gel with a 

flat spatula. The gel was then compressed towards the other end of the

22
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tray, and the 4 cm piece pulled back, forming a slot to accommodate the

wicks. The wicks were lined up carefully on one of the cut edges, then

the smaller section of gel was compressed against the larger to close

the slot. Finally, a paper towel was rolled, and the roll cut to the

width of the tray and placed at the end of the tray behind the smaller

section of gel to keep it tightly compressed against the wicks.

The bridge buffer was sodium borate (.4 M NaOH, 1.2 M boric
Racid, pH 8.6), contained in 2 23 x 7 x 7% cm Tupperware boxes which

Rsupported the ends of the gel tray during electrophoresis. Wettex 

thin flat sponges in each box served as wicks for the buffer; terry- 

cloth also was found to be adequate wick material when sponger were un

available. One edge of each wick was placed evenly across an end of the

gel, while the other edge was floated in the buffer tray below. The gel
Rwas then covered with Saran Wrap , which held the sponges down on the 

gel and reduced evaporation from both gel and sponges.

Electrodes consisted of 6-8 cm pieces of fine platinum wire. 

These were soldered onto long pieces of copper doorbell wire, which were 

connected to appropriate terminals of a Heathkit IP-17 Model power 

supply. The wires were taped to the insides of the buffer boxes so that 

only the platinum electrodes lay in the buffer. The apparatus was then 

ready to run.

Before the power was turned on, a metal pan filled with ice was 

placed on top of the gel to counteract heat buildup during the run. 

Elongate pans (18 x 28 cm) placed lengthwise across the gel cooled the 

gel evenly and produced a straight borate front and even enzyme bands;
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square pans not overlapping the sides of the gel cooled the center more 

than the sides, resulting in an uneven run.

The power was initially turned to 100 ma (voltage ̂ 175) and con

tinued for 15 minutes. The current was then turned off and the paper 

wicks removed with forceps. The power was then turned back to 100 ma 

and the run continued for 1% hours. By then, the current had dropped to 

about 50 ma due to increasing resistance, and the gel was very cool.

The ice actually tended to keep the gel too cool to produce good bands, 

so when the borate front had migrated 6 to 7 cm from the origin, current 

was increased to 75 ma, and the temperature was monitored carefully for 

the rest of the run. The nature of the apparatus made the internal tem

perature of the gel difficult to measure, but it was generally between 

40 and 45° C at the end of the run. Some subjectivity was necessarily 

involved, and exact temperature was not critical; however, considerable 

heating was important for good resolution of bands.

When the borate front reached 9 cm, power was turned off, 

sponges removed and the gel sliced. The section cathodal to the origin 

was discarded; the section anodal to the borate front and narrow pieces 

at each edge were all cut off and discarded. The remainder was loosened 

from the gel tray by pushing on one edge and sliding the block a short 

way, then transferred by hand to a plexiglas cutting tray. The edges of 

this tray were elevated to correspond to the desired thickness of a 

horizontal gel slice. Slices were made using a piece of piano wire 

stretched between the ends of a U-shaped plexiglas tool. The first 

slice was thus taken from the bottom of the gel, the remainder set aside, 

and the slice transferred to the desired assay. The procedure was
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repeated to form at least 3, and if desired 4, slices to be stained for 

different enzyme systems.

Assays

Esterase (EST)

Assay: (modified from Shaw and Koen, 1968)

.2 g Fast Garnet GBC salt (or Fast Blue RR salt)
20 ml phosphate buffer, monobasic. .1M 
30 ml phosphate buffer, dibasic .1M 
5 ml N-propanol

1*5 ml alpha-naphthyl acetate (a)
1 ml beta naphthyl acetate (B)
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (42*5 ml)

Dissolve Fast Garnet in water, add phosphate buffers and propanol; 
just before staining, add ct and B naphthyl acetates.

Reaction. o or B naphthyl acetate Esterase^ a or g naphthol. 

The naphthol combines with a diazonium salt to form a black (a) or red 

(B) product (Brewer, 1970).

Comments. ct naphthyl acetate acts primarily on aromatic 

exterases, B on aliphatic ones (Brewer, 1970). The recommended ratio 

of 3 parts a to 1 part B naphthyl acetate was modified to 3ct:2B, which 

gave better results for saguaro. N-propanol, used as an enhancer for 

esterase reaction in Drosophila (Sluss, 1975), was helpful in saguaro 

also, although its use with plants has not been reported in the litera

ture. Maximum band intensity was generally attained after 1-1*5 hours 

at room temperature; the assay solution was then removed and the gel 

fixed in 50% ethanol. The entire gel became dark and difficult to 

score if soaked in staining solution for several hours.
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Acid Phosphatase (ACPH)

Assay: (from Shaw and Koen, 1968)

.2 g Fast Garnet GBC salt (or Fast Blue RR salt)

.5 ml 10% MgCl2 (10 g MgCl/100 ml H20)
20 mg a naphthyl acid phosphate, sodium salt
5 ml IK sodium acetate solution brought to pH 4.5 with cone. Hcl 
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (95 ml)

Weigh stain, add water, buffer and MgCl^; add substrate just before use.

Reaction. a naphthyl phosphate Phosphatase^ a ^aphtho!

phosphate. The naphthol. binds a diazonium salt, forming black bands 

(Brewer, 1970).

Comments. This is one of the possible assays for acid phos

phatase; it can be used to assay for alkaline phosphatase with a buffer 

of higher pH also (Brewer, 1970). The substrate was initially made up 

in a 1% (Ig in 50 ml water and 50 ml acetone) solution for use in the 

assay, but was found to degrade if not used up quickly, so the sub

strate was subsequently weighed for each assay. Bands required several 

hours to develop fully. Sometimes a patchiness occurred, with part of 

the gel showing poor development while the rest displayed good bands. 

This was counteracted by stirring the staining solution well when the 

unequal development became obvious.

Glutamate Oxaloacetate Transaminase (GOT)

Assay: (modified from Selander et al., 1971)

.15 g Fast Blue BB salt

.15 g L (or DL) aspartic acid

.10 g a ketoglutarate
5 mg pyridoxal 5* phosphate
8 ml .4 M tris brought to pH 8 with cone. Hcl
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (92 ml)
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Weigh solid components; add water and buffer just before staining.

GOTReaction, a ketoglutarate + aspartate--------- ) Oxaloacetate +

glutamate. The enzyme removes from aspartate, converting it to 

oxaloacetate, and adds the NHj to o ketoglutarate to produce glutamate. 

Pyridoxal 5f phosphate is a prosthetic group which carries the amine. 

Oxaloacetate binds the diazonium salt, forming a blue product (Babson 

et al., 1962).

Comments. As recommended, the bottom slice of the gel was 

always used and bands were developed in the dark (Kahler, pers. comm.,

1976), although fluorescent light in the lab did not appear to disrupt 

the reaction. Proper heating of the gel during electrophoresis and use 

of the correct amount of tris-HCl buffer in the assay were critical.

The optimal amount of buffer was determined empirically; different 

amounts have been used by different workers for the same basic reac
tion, probably depending on the activity of the enzyme being assayed, 

the pH of the gel, or other factors. In this case, too much buffer 

caused a black, granular precipitate and a dark gel with poor band 

resolution, while too little produced light, poorly resolved bands.

With the proper amount, maximal staining had occurred after one hour. 

The staining solution was removed, and the gel soaked for several 

hours in water. This reduced the tendency of bands to fade when sub

sequently fixed in 50% ethanol. Both the sensitivity to the amount of 

tris-HCl buffer used and the tendency of bands to fade in fixative were 

increased by the use of a new batch of staining salt. Gels were stored
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in the dark as bands disappear completely with time if exposed contin
uously to either daylight or fluorescent light.

Glutamate Dehydrogenase (GDH)

Assay: (from Brewer, 1970)

10 mg MIT (or NET)
1 mg PMS 

20 mg DPN
.1 g L-glutamic acid (glutamate)
20 ml .AM tris brought to pH 8 with cone. HC1 
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (80 ml)

Weigh MTT, PMS, DPN and glutamate; add water and buffer just before use.

GDHReaction. Glutamate + DPN + H^O-------- > ketoglutarate (or
4-oxyglutarate) + DPNH + NH^ . The reduced pyridine nucleotide DPNH 

reduces Phenazine Methosulfate (PMS), which in turn reduces the tetra- 

zolium (MTT or NBT). This tetrazolium reduction results in the precip

itation of blue formazan compounds at the site of activity of the 

original enzyme (Brewer, 1970).

Comments. This system presented no problems or unusual sensi

tivities. It required 2 to 3 hours to produce bands of maximal inten

sity. (The assay for Alcohol Dehydrogenase (ADH) is identical to that 

for GDH, with the substitution of A ml of ethanol for glutamic acid. It 

was tried several times, but results were inconsistent and faint. ADH 

is evidently present, however, and better results might be obtained with 

use of a different gel or electrode buffer.)
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Malate Dehydrogenase (MDH)

Assay: (from Brewer, 1970)

10 mg MTT (or NET)
1 mg PMS 

20 mg DPN
.2 g L (or DL) malic acid (malate)
20 ml .4 M tris brought to pH 8 with cone. HC1 
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (80 ml)

Weigh MTT, DPN, PMS and malate; add water and buffer just before use.

Reaction. Malate + DPN + H^O ^  ) oxaloacetate + DPNH + NH^+ 

The staining reaction is identical to that for GDH, (Brewer, 1970).

Comments. Bands developed very quickly for this enzyme. Sodi

um cyanide, used by some (Shaw and Prasad, 1970) to block interference 

of tetrazolium oxidases, was used initially but later found to be un

necessary. TPN can be substituted for DPN to obtain bands for Malic 

Enzyme (ME). This was tried several times. Activity was found, but 

bands were not consistently obtainable. ME decarboxylates malate as 

well as removing hydrogen; MDH only removes hydrogen —  hence the co

factor difference.

Phospho-glucose Isomerase (PGI)

Assay: (from Brewer, 1970)

10 mg MTT (or NBT)
1 mg PMS 
5 mg TPN
2 ml 10% MgCl2 (10 g MgCl2/100 ml H20)
2 ml .018 M Fructose-6-Phosphate (or 10 mg F-6-P) 

10 units Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (G-6-PD) 
20 ml .4 M tris brought to pH 8 with cone. HC1 
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (76 ml)
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Weigh out TPN, HIT, PMS and F-6-P; add water, buffer and MgC]^ before 

staining, then the G-6-PD enzyme at the last minute.

Reaction. F-6-P--- --1— ) G-6-P; G-6-P + TPN — — > 6-GP

+TPNH. The staining reaction is identical to that for GDH and MDH, ex

cept that the pyridine nucleotide initially reduced is TPN, not DPN.

Comments. The G-6-PD enzyme used was a lyophilized Torula 

yeast enzyme obtained from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo. Sterile, 

distilled water was measured into the original vial to rehydrate the 

enzyme, then for each assay an amount corresponding to the desired num

ber of units was used. The enzyme was quite stable, with activity 

lasting more than a month in the refrigerated solution. However, micro

organisms appeared to grow slowly even in the cold solution, reducing 

activity more quickly. To counteract this, aliquots of enzyme solution 

sufficient for one assay should be frozen immediately after initial re

hydration. It was also noted that a refrigerated solution of F-6-P 

supported microorganisms and was responsible for poorly resolved bands. 

The problem occurred because the solution was not used up very quickly, 

and was solved by weighing the appropriate amount of undissolved F-6-P 

for each assay. In general, the assay produced well-resolved bands and 

was not sensitive to the amount of heating of the gel during electro

phoresis. (The assay for G-6-PD in the plant is identical to that for 

PGI with F-6-P and external G—6-PD excluded. It was tried several 

times, and is thus tentatively reported; however, it is poorly resolved 

if much heating occurs during the run, and needs to be examined further 

if solid conclusions are to be drawn.)
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Tetrazolium Oxidase (TO)

Assay. Any assay containing the basic components of the tetra

zolium system works well. Gels stained for GDH, MDH and PGI all dis
played TO bands.

TOReaction. NTT or NET tetrazolium dye--------- > oxidized NTT or

NET. As the bands for GED, MDH or PGI develop, the surrounding gel is 

colored a faint blue by small amounts of reduced tetrazolium in solu

tion. The sites of TO activity remain white and are easily seen.

Comments. This system was a bonus, as it did not require a 

separate assay. Since it appeared consistently on gels for 3 enzyme 

systems, a sufficient number of individuals could be conveniently scored.

Two enzyme systems were assayed a number of times with disap

pointing results. Both displayed activity which might be much more 

clearly resolved with different gel and electrode buffers. Assays and 

comments for these enzymes follow.

Leucine Aminopeptidase (LAP)

Assay: (modified from Brewer, 1970)

.1 g Black K salt
5 ml phosphate buffer: 1.6 M KH2PO4 (monobasic potassium phosphate) + 

1.9 M K2HPO4 (dibasic potassium phosphate) brought to pH 6 with NaOH
2 ml 1% (1 g in 50 ml water + 50 ml acetone) L-leucyl 3 naphthyl amide 

solution
+ distilled water to make 100 ml (95 ml)

Dissolve Black K in water and phosphate buffer; let stand 20 minutes, 

then add substrate without stirring. Let stand 1^ hours before use.
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Reaction. The LAP enzyme cleaves the peptide linkage of L- 

leucyl B naphthyl amide. Liberated naphthyl amide binds Black K salt 

to give bands (Brewer, 1970).

Comments♦ LAP activity was present but bands were faint and 

inconsistently obtained. Adjustments to the assay or changes in the 

gel buffer used may be necessary to increase consistency and activity.

Peroxidase (PER)

Assay: (From Shaw and Prasad, 1970)

50 mg 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazol
2.5 ml dimethyl formamide
2 ml 1% CaCl2 (1 g CaCla in 100 ml H20)
.5 ml 3% H2O2
90 ml distilled water
5 ml 1 M sodium acetate brought to pH 5 with cone. HC1 

Mix these components in the order given.

Reaction. PER catalyzes the oxidation of 3-amino-9-ethylcar- 

bazol to form a colored product (Graham, Lundholm and Kamovsky, 1965).

Comments. PER activity was consistently present but poorly re

solved. The pH is an important factor, and PER resolution was better on 

some gels made with tris-citrate buffer of pH 7.8 than on those made 

with the usual buffer, pH 8 .6 , though still not good enough to score 

consistently. The clarification of this system is desirable because of 

the probable role of peroxidases in oxidation of plant hormone IAA and 

the abundance of peroxidases in most plants (Brewer, 1970).

Gels developed with any of the preceding assays were fixed in 

50% ethanol for several hours or overnight after staining. Each was
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then removed from fix, wrapped in Saran Wrap , scored, and stored in 

the dark for future reference if necessary.

Procedure for Formal 
Genetic Analysis

Genetic control of the enzyme systems examined was tentatively 

identified (see Results Section). A specific cross between two of the 

original sample plants was then designed to verify by progeny tests 

the inferred genotypes for loci controlling these enzyme systems, and 

to test for linkage of polymorphic loci. Two plants were selected from 

the youngest class in area B for this purpose (Table 2).

Table 2. Inferred genotypes of parent plants used for specific cross 
progeny tests.— Numbers identifying parental genotypes refer 
to migration distances of apparent allozyme bands relative to 
90 mm (9 cm) front migration during gel electrophoresis.
Only polymorphic zones are indicated, all other zones appeared 
monomorphic.

Plants Inferred Parental Genotypes
Number Est II GOT I PGI

3-6B 10/16 40 33

3-9B 10/16 40/46 38

On May 15, 1977, a large bud on plant 3-6B was bagged by tying 

a piece of muslin over it in late afternoon. The following morning the 

bud had opened. A flower was picked from plant 3-9B, carried to the 

first plant and cut open to facilitate transfer of pollen onto the stig

ma of the 3-6B flower. The 3-6B flower was then rebagged to prevent 

further pollination from other sources by natural agents. The following
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day the flower had closed and the bag was removed. A string was tied 

loosely around the base of the closed flower for identification pur

poses, and the resulting fruit allowed to mature. It began to redden 

on June 20 and was harvested the following morning when the top had 

split and seeds and pulp had begun to extrude. Ripening time was 37 

days. In the lab seeds were immediately washed from the pulp and 

dried. They were planted on wet sand the next day, and most germinated 

within 72 hours.

The seedlings were then run in the usual way and the assays 

checked to see whether the bands verified the inferred genotypes of the 

parent plants and whether variable loci were linked.



RESULTS

Enzyme Systems

Seven enzyme systems, controlled by a total of 13 loci were ex

amined in detail electrophoretically and are discussed below.

MDH —  Malate Dehydrogenase

All individuals scored for this system displayed a single band 

58 mm anodal to the origin. A single monomorphic locus was inferred to 

he responsible for this pattern.

GDH —  Glutamate Dehydrogenase

This system was also controlled by a single monomorphic locus; 

all individuals examined showed a single band 20 mm from the origin.

TO —  Tetrazolium oxidase

Every individual examined displayed the same two bands at 65 mm 

and 70 mm from the origin, the faster band being somewhat more intense 

in every case. Control by two invariant loci was inferred.

ACPH —  Acid Phosphatase

Three monomorphic loci apparently controlled this system. Every 

individual displayed a band at 46 mm, a fainter band at 74 mm and an 

even lighter one at 80 mm from the origin. Late in the study, it was 

noted that very young (1 week old) plants displayed a heavily staining, 

poorly banded zone overlapping the two fainter zones seen in the 3-8 

week old plants ordinarily used. This zone may be under control of a

35
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polymorphic locus and has not been examined thoroughly because seedlings 

one week old are generally not large enough to run. This dark zone ap

pears to be transitory, and is apparently replaced by the fainter bands 

seen in older seedlings. The slowest band, at 46 mm, also becomes more 

intense as the transitory zone disappears. Such temporary bands ap

pearing during different stages of early development in plants have been 

noted in other plants as well (Scandallos, 1969).

EST —  Esterase

Several zones, probably controlled by different loci, were vis

ible for this system, but only three were clearly banded and consis

tently scoreable. Every individual examined displayed a single faint 

bluish-black band at 85 mm from the origin; since aromatic esterases act 

on a naphthyl acetate to produce dark bands, a monomorphic locus coding 

for such an enzyme was inferred. A red band at 85 mm for every indi

vidual indicated a monomorphic locus coding for an aliphatic esterase; 

these enzymes act on 8 naphthyl acetate to give red color. Two indi

viduals in the entire study displayed an additional slightly slower 

(78 mm) band in this zone. The bands were of equal intensity and the 

individuals were inferred to be heterozygous for a monomeric enzyme.

Some gels showed variable staining intensity for this zone, which might 

indicate a null allele or another allele causing a band of the same 

mobility. However, since the differences did not occur in an identifi

able pattern and other gels showed uniform intensity in this zone, the 

variations were inferred to result from nonuniform amounts of the 

enzyme present in the material initially applied to the gel (possibly
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dependent on the age or size of the seedling used) or from nonuniform 

heating of the gel during the run. Zone three appeared much closer to 

the origin; it was inferred, and later formally shown, that this region 

was under the control of a single polymorphic locus. Alleles producing 

bands at 10 mm and 16 mm from the origin were present in all popula

tions, with a third allele, displaying a band at 23 mm, was present in 

population C. These bands were considered to represent dimeric allo- 

zymes, since individuals displayed either one band or a combination of 

two plus a more intensely staining intermediate.

GOT —  Glutamate Oxaloacetate 
Transaminase

Two zones were evident in this system. It was inferred, and 

later formally shown, that zone one was controlled by a single poly

morphic locus. Individuals displayed either a band at 46 mm or a band 

at 40 mm from the origin, or both with an intermediate at 43 mm, indi

cating that the bands represented dimeric allozymes. In triple banded 

forms the fast and intermediate bands were more intense than the slower 

band, possibly indicating greater activity for the faster moving form, 

or a greater affinity of the fast form for itself and the slow form 

than the slow form has for itself in forming dimers. When the slow 

form appeared alone, it was quite intense, however. Zone two is evi

dently controlled by a single monomorphic locus, since all individuals 

examined displayed a single band at 36 mm.
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PCI —  Phosphoglucose Isomerase

Three zones of activity were observed. The most anodal zone was 

inferred, and later formally shown, to be under control of a single 

polymorphic locus, with alleles producing bands 33 mm and 38 mm from the 

origin. Individuals displayed either the band at 33 mm or both bands 

and an intermediate, indicating formation of dimeric enzymes from al

lele products. No individuals showing only the 38 mm band were seen, 

presumably because of the generally low frequency of the fast allele. 

Both of the other zones were fainter in intensity and varied in response 

to the main zone: when an individual displayed the slow band in zone

one, the bands in the other two zones were at 8 mm and 13 mm, but when 

a triple band appeared in zone one, the single bands for zones two and 

three were each displaced anodally 2 mm. This same pattern has been 

noted in other plants and the fainter zones have been designated ’trail 

bands’. The explanation for their existence and behavior is unknown, 

but it has been proposed that the trail bands either are subunits of, 

or share subunits with, zone one allozymes. The same phenomenon is 

seen in the MDH system for some plants, and was noted in saguaro when a 

.06 M tris -.08 M citrate gel buffer, pH 7.8, was used in place of the 

usual buffer. All bands were completely invariant, giving no insight 

into the relationship of the enzymes represented in that case. Allele 

frequencies for different age groups are not given since the fast al

lele was in very low frequency; only one maternal plant was identified 

as a homozygote for the fast allele, and no maternal plants could be 

definitely identified as heterozygotes.
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Five additional enzyme systems were examined on a limited 

basis or with limited success, and are discussed briefly below.

ME —  (MDH-T)-Malic Enzyme

On a limited basis (one seedling per sample was run), this 

system appeared to be controlled by two monomorphic loci; all individ

uals produced two bands at 67 mm and 20 mm.

G-6-PD —  Glucose-6-Phosphate 
Dehydrogenase

As with ME, one seedling per sample was run. This system ap

pears to be controlled by a single monomorphic locus; all individuals 

displayed a single band at 43 mm. The bands were not sharp and clear 

since the system is quite sensitive to heating during electrophoresis.

ADH —  Alcohol Dehydrogenase

Many seedlings were used, but bands were only obtained occa

sionally and were very faint. The system appears to be controlled by 

a single monomorphic locus, with each individual displaying a single 

band.

LAP —  Leucine Aminopep tidas e

The situation is identical to that for ADH. Inconclusive.

PER —  Peroxidase

The system did not band clearly, though present. Inconclusive. 

The seven major enzyme systems examined are classified briefly

in Table 3.
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Table 3. Classification of enzyme systems studied.— Numerals indicate 
relative migration of zones with respect to front, I being 
the most anodal zone. ’Specific" indicates involvement of 
enzyme in glucose metabolism, ’regulatory’ means enzyme 
reaction is rate limited. * indicates polymorphia locus.

Enzyme Systems

EST
I, II, III*

non-specific non-regulatory

GOT
I*, II

non-specific non-regulatory

PGI I* specific regulatory

MDH I specific non-regulatory

GDH I specific ?

ACPH
I, II, III

non-specific non-regulatory

TO I, II non-specific ?
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It has been proposed, as already mentioned, that enzymes metab

olizing substances from the environment are less specific in substrate 

requirement and are more likely to be variable than are those acting on 

specific substrates such as intermediates in glucose metabolism. Regu

latory enzymes, such as rate limiting ones, are also thought to be 

theoretically more likely to maintain variability than are non- 

regulatory ones. The variable loci identified in the present study do 

not contradict this idea, as can be seen in Table 3.

Results for Specific Cross

The specific cross described under ’Procedure for Formal Genet

ic Analysis', produced results described below for polymorphic isozymes.

Esterase III

Since both parents were inferred to be heterozygous for allelic 

variants 10 and 16, offspring were expected to show a ratio of 1 (10 

homozygotes):2 (10/16 triple banded heterozygotes):! (16 homozygotes) 

if the bands represent alleles at one locus (or a 3 (10):9 (10/16):3 

(16):1 (lethal) if bands are products of two loci). Table 4 shows that 

either case is possible. (A single locus is suggested by the presence of 

an alternate band, apparently a third allele, at one site and is assumed 

for analysis of data.) The heterozygote-excess for a monohybrid ratio is 

not quite significant at .05. If it is due to factors other than chance, 
it must be explained at the level of pollen tube growth or fertilization 

rather than development or germination since the high germination rate 

indicates practically no non-functioning seed. Naturally pollinated 

population samples did not show such an excess except in one case.
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Table 4. Results of progeny tests for monohybrid and dihybrid ratios of 
proposed allozyme bands in the EST III zone.— All seedlings 
germinated were run; .05 * 5.99 for 2 df. Numbers in. paren
thesis are for dihybrid ratio 9:3:3:1, with a lethal double 
recessive.

Electromorph Ratio Observed Expected (o-e)^/e

10 1 (3) 58 68 (54.4) 1.47 (.24)

10/16 2 (9) 156 136 (164.2) 2.94 (.41)

16 1 (3) 58 68 (54.4) 1.47 (.24)

total 272 272 5.88 (.89)
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The data for Table 4 were taken over a period of 10 days begin

ning when the plants were one week old. The largest seedlings were 

selected before each run. With this in mind it is interesting to note 

that the run-by-run breakdown of the data (Table 5) shows a shift from 

a greater frequency of the fast (16) allele and fast homozygotes to a 

greater frequency of the slow (10) allele and slow homozygotes in later 

runs. This phenomenon was not noted in individual natural samples as 

the plants were 3-6 weeks old when run and size was less critical in 

selecting seedlings to run. If plants of a particular genotype do 

germinate more quickly or absorb water more efficiently, they might be 

very sensitive to climatic factors in critical years.

GOT I

In this case, one parent was apparently homozygous for the 

slow (40) allele, while the other was heterozygous for the fast (46) 

and slow (40) alleles. Thus offspring were expected to show a ratio 

of 1(40 homozygotes):1(40/46 triple banded heterozygotes), if the 

bands represent alleles at one locus. Expected ratios occurred (Table 

6).
The excess of homozygotes here is far from significant. A run 

by run breakdown shows a shift from more homozygotes in the first runs 

to more heterozygotes in later ones (Table 7).

Test for Linkage of 
EST III and GOT I

The two segregating loci discussed above were analyzed to

gether to determine linkage. The genotypic ratios obtained do not



Table 5. Results for Individual runs during progeny tests of EST III allozyme ratios. 
(Parentheses enclose values obtained with a dihybrid ratio.)

Electromorph Ratio Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

10 1 9 14 14 16 5

10/16 2 40 34 43 34 5

16 1 15 16 10 14 3

total - 64 64 67 64 13

X2 (1:2:1) — 5.16 (1.57) .375 (1.41) 5.86 (1.08) .375 (1.41) 1.307 (3.28)
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Table 6. Results of progeny tests for a monohybrid ratio of proposed 

allozyme bands in the GOT I zone.

Electromorph Ratio Observed Expected (o-e)2/e

40 1 142 136 .253

40/46 1 130 136 .277

total 272 272 .530

Table 7. Results for individual 
allozyme ratios.

runs during progeny tests of GOT I

Electromorph Ratio Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

40 1 37 34 37 28 6

40/46 1 27 30 30 36 7

total - 64 64 67 64 13

X2 1:1 1.56 .25 .732 1.0 .076
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differ significantly from the ratio of 1 :1 :2:2 :1:1 expected if the pa

rental genotypes are as inferred and the genes in question are assort

ing independently (Table 8).

Since one parent appeared to be homozygous for the fast (38) 

variant, and the other homozygous for the slow (33) allele, only 

triple-banded 33/38 heterozygotes were expected among the offspring, 

if these bands represent alleles. This was found to be the case.

No sample plant in the study definitely appeared to be a

heterozygote for the two alleles, so linkage between FGI and the other

segregating loci could not be determined. The probability of linkage
2between two randomly chosen loci is 1/121 (1/11 ) since n=ll for 

saguaro (Pinkava and McLeod, 1971), and nothing in the data suggests 

linkage.

Interestingly, heterozygous adults probably do exist in the 

population, but are pollinated primarily by the much more common slow 

homozygotes (.83 in this population) and go undetected without specif

ic crosses. An open pollinated plant which produces offspring in a 

ratio of approximately 1 (33 homozygotes): 1 (33/38 triple-banded 

heterozygotes) might be a heterozygote, for example. Adults homo

zygous for the fast allele would be expected to be even rarer than 

heterozygotes, but are somewhat easier to detect, since such a plant, 

if pollinated naturally by surrounding slow homozygotes would produce 

only heterozygous, triple-banded offspring. This was the way in 

which the homozygous fast parent used in the specific cross just 

described was identified.
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Table 8. Results of test for Independent segregation of loci repre
sented by EST III and GOT I zones.— Numbers in parentheses 
are obtained if a dihybrid ratio is used for esterase.

Est III GOT I Ratio Observed Expected (o-e)2/e

10 40 1 (3) 31 34 (27.2) .265 (.531)

10 40/46 1 (3) 27 34 (27.2) 1.441 (.001)

10/16 40 2 (9) 80 68 (81.6) 2.118 (.031)

10/16 40/46 2 (9) 76 68 (81.6) .941 (.384)

16 40 1 (3) 31 34 (27.2) .265 (.531)

16 40/46 1 (3) 27 34 (27.2) 1.441 (.001)

total — — 272 272 6.471 (1.479)
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Allele Frequencies

Initially, at least five seedlings per parent were run for each 

of the seven isozyme systems analyzed to test for variability. More 

seedlings were then examined for systems with apparent allozymes in 

order to determine the gene frequencies for each population and to 

identify the genotype of the sample (maternal) plant.

Five seedlings per sample give a .968 probability of seeing a 

rare allele carried heterozygously in the maternal plant, assuming half 

of the gametes carry the allele:

1 - (.5)"* * .96875 probability of seeing rare allele. Often 

more than five plants were run, so the chance of seeing rare alleles in 

a particular sample was actually greater than .968 (.984 for six plants,

.996 for seven). Thus the chance of not seeing a rare allele was very 

small.

The probability of a sample plant bearing a rare allele, how

ever, depended upon the frequency of the allele in the population.

Applying the Hardy-Weinberg equation to a population with two alleles, 

frequency .1, .9:

(.9)2 + 2(.l)(.9) + (.l)2 - 1

.81 .18 (hetero). 01 (rare homozygote)

A sample of 30 plants (populations A, B, C, E) should yield 5 or 6 

maternal carriers of an allele of .1 frequency:

.18 x 30 - 5.4; .01 x 30 - .3 5.4 + .3 + 5.7

A sample of 26 plants (area F) should have 4.9, one of 18 (area D), 3.4.

Thus the probability of sampling a plant bearing a fairly rare al

lele is quite good for the sample sizes used. For allele, frequency .1:
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301 - (24.3/30) (probability of missing in 30 samples) =

.001797. By the same reasoning, probability is .00438 for 26 plants, 

.0225 for 18 samples. For an allele with frequency .05, probabilities 

are lower but still quite good. Very rare alleles might be missed by 

sampling, but the method was adequate for seeing important variation.

The initial test of five seedlings per sample showed each of 

three enzyme systems—  esterase, phospho-glucose isomerase, and 

glutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase —  producing one zone with bands 

varying from seedling to seedling. Tests of progeny from a specific 

cross revealed that each of these zones was controlled by a single 

polymorphic locus. Twenty seedlings per sample were then run for each 

of these enzymes to determine frequencies of particular bands (alleles) 

in different populations. Results for esterase (EST) are shown in 

Table 9, for glutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase (GOT) in Table 10, 

and for phospho-glucose isomerase (PGI) in Table 11.

Parental genotypes were inferred as accurately as possible for 

the three polymorphic loci from electrophoretically identified seed

ling genotypes in each sample. The average number of loci heterozygous 

in adults of each age group and population are represented in Table 12.

Populations were also tested for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium, 

using allele frequencies obtained from seedlings for each population. 

These results are shown in Table 13.

Reasons for the disequilibrium noted in the esterase allozymes 

at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument are unknown, but may be related 

to the presence of a third allele at a low frequency in this population. 

The paucity of heterozygotes noted in this group may be attributable to



Table 9. Frequency values for the allele or alleles represented by the 10 mm EST III band.— First
part of table shows values for seedlings from various adult groups, second part shows values 
for adult genotypes Inferred from seedling genotypes.

Population
Freq. of 10 mm 
Allele-Whole Pop.

Freq. of 10 mm 
Allele-Old Adults

Freq. of 10 mm 
Allele-Med. Adults

Freq. of 10 mm 
Allele-Young Adults

Seedlings:
Saguaro NM East .431 Sx ■ .040 .344 Sx = .062 .493 Sx = .080 .450 Sx = .063
Ironwood (County 
Pk.) .481 Sx - .037 .451 Sx - .066 .408 Sx = .063 .579 Sx - .058

Organ Pipe N.M. .433 Sx * .041 .403 Sx - .072 .493 Sx = .079 .402 Sx - .065
Cerro Masiaca, 
Navoj oa .192 Sx = .041 .171 Sx = .062 .141 Sx * .043

From small sample 
.375 Sx = .142

Salome .235 Sx - .033 .245 Sx - .051 .265 Sx - .062 .190 Sx - .035
Molino Basin .497 Sx ■ .038 .408 Sx ■ .083 .540 Sx * .067 .509 Sx - .066

Adults:
Saguaro East .443 (Sx - .056) .33 .50 .50
Ironwood .496 (Sx ■ .077) .44 .40 .65
Organ Pipe .550 (Sx ■ .060) .65 .50 .45
NavQjoa .179 (Sx - .080) .14 .06 Very small sample .33
Salome .167 (Sx - .017) .15 .20 .15
Molino Basin .383 (Sx ■ .067) .25 .45 .45

U lo



.Table 10. Frequency values for the allele represented by the 40 ran GOT I band.— First part of table
shows values from seedlings from various adult groups, second part shows adult values based 
on adult genotypes inferred from seedlings.

Freq. 40 mm Freq. 40 mm Freq. 40 mm Freq. 40 mm
Population Allele All Allele - Old Allele - Medium Allele - Young

Seedlings:
Saguaro N.M. East .754 Sx .025 .849 Sx - .032 .708 Sx ■ .045 .715 Sx = .038
Ironwood .590 Sx .038 .484 Sx - .075 .592 Sx - .055 .673 Sx * .064
Organ Pipe N.M. .617 Sx .031 .578 Sx - .075 .558 Sx - .053 .713 Sx » .037
Navojoa .523 Sx .038 .434 Sx - .056 .578 Sx - .063 .506 Sx - .077
Salome .368 Sx .031 .295 Sx - .049 .440 Sx - .056 .368 Sx - .052
Molino Basin .761 Sx .025 .729 Sx - .051 .727 Sx « .047 .823 Sx * .027

Adults:
Saguaro East .79 (Sx .054) .88 .70 .80
Ironwood .56 (Sx .049) .43 .50 .75
Organ Pipe N.M. .67 (Sx .101) .65 .50 .85
Navoj oa .56 (Sx .077) .43. .69 .50
Salome .33 (Sx .040) .20 .45 .35
Molino Basin .80 (Sx .010) .75 .70 .95

Ul



Table 11. Frequency values for the allele represented by the 33 mm PGI band.— Only seedling data are 
presented. Low frequency of the fast allele led to Inference that all adults but one were 
homozygous for the slow allele. One fast homozygote was Identified in the ironwood popu
lation where the frequency of the fast allele was greatest.

Population
Freq. 33 Allele 

Whole Pop.
Freq. 33 Allele 

Old
Freq. 33 Allele 

Medium
Freq. 33 Allele 

Young

Saguaro N.M. East .963 Sx = .011 1.0 (0) .940 Sx - .027 .950 Sx = .017

Ironwood Picnic Area .906 Sx e .035 .855 Sx - .018 .970 Sx - .015 .890 Sx - .048

Organ Pipe N.M. .941 Sx - .015 .956 Sx ■ .018 .960 Sx - .022 .910 Sx - .032

Navojoa

Salome

1.0 Sx * 0

1.0 Sx ■ 0 

.977 Sx - .010

1.0 Sx = 0

1.0 Sx = 0

1.0 Sx «= 0

1.0 Sx = 0

1.0 Sx * 0 

.960 Sx * .022

1.0 Sx “ 0

1.0 Sx ■ 0 

.98 Sx ■ .013Holino Basin
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Table 12. Average number of heterozygous loci in adult plants sampled.—  

EST III was treated as a single locus and numbers were based 
on 2 polymorphic loci, EST III and GOT I only, since no 
adults were identified as heterozygotes for PCI in the popu
lations showing the fast allele. The youngest class for the 
Navojoa site contained only 3 samples and thus may give a 
misleading figure.

Population
Ave # Loci Heterozygous —  Adults

Whole Pop. Old Medium Young

Saguaro East .966 .90 1.20 OCO

Ironwood 1.034 1.10 1.00 1.00

Organ Pipe N.M. 1.166 1.10 1.30 1.10

Navoj oa .667 .57 .50 1.33

Salome .866 .70 1.10 .80

Molino Basin 1.000 1.00 1.20 o00
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Table 13. Test of Hardy-Welnberg equilibrium for each polymorphic 

locus in all populations.—  EST III treated as a single 
locus.

Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium

Population
EST III GOT I PCI

X2 Prob. X2 Prob. X2 Prob.

Saguaro N.M. East 1.46 .2-.3 1.04 .3-.5 .32 .5— .7

Ironwood .10 .7-.9 2.88 .05-.1 1.97 .1-.2

Organ Pipe 12.98 <.01 2.22 .1-.2 4.21 moo

Navojoa .12 V VO 3.85 - .05 0 0

Salome .07 .7-.9 .87 • 3— .5 0 0

Molino Basin .75 .3— .5 4.45 .01-.05 .004 .95
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the Wahlund effect (Spiess, 1977» p. 353). The discrepancy for PGI at 

this same site may be explainable on the same basis, as an apparent 

unique electromorph at 31 mm from the origin was noted twice during the 

study for this area. The rather large Chi-square values for GOT in the 

Navojoa and Molino Basin sites may also have a similar explanation: a 

slightly altered, but not readily identifiable electromorph was ob

served toward the end of the study in one sample of the Molino Basin 

population; the Navojoa population shows a mutant phenotype correlated 

with an altered electrophoretic pattern for this locus.

A point of additional interest was an apparent difference in 

germination potential among areas sampled. Results of germination rate 

tests are shown in Tables 14 and 15.

As might be expected, the absolute germination rates were re

duced for each area in the trials with two year old seeds, but the re

lationships, at least for areas tested at both times, remained similar.

Not only do germination rates show striking differences among 

populations, but so also do several other factors which are less easy 

to measure in absolute terms. The seeds from the Saguaro East, Ironwood, 

and Molino Basin sites, which showed the lower germination percentages, 

also germinated more slowly especially in the case of samples from the 

oldest class of adult plants. In addition, the Molino Basin samples 

contained a large proportion of 'abortive*, or shriveled, brown, ob

viously non-viable seed; germination values and other information for 

that area are based only on apparently normal seeds from this site.

The seedlings produced by samples from these three areas also tended to 

be smaller and not survive as well as seedlings from the remaining
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Table 14. Results of germination tests for all areas .— Two year old 
seeds were used for these trials. Numbers represent mean 
germination frequency for each area, and are based on sam
ples of 100 seeds from each adult. Numbers in parentheses 
represent standard errors for frequencies. Navojoa site 
youngest class contained only 2 samples.

______________________Germination Potential Data________________________
Seeds of Seeds of Seeds of Seeds of

Population Whole Pop. Old Plants Medium Young

Saguaro N.M. East .692 (.041) .614 (.089) .755 (.073) .700 (.049)

Ironwood .635 (.055) .566 (.101) .606 (.111) .707 (.067)

Organ Pipe N.M. .834 (.022) .886 (.039) .814 (.047) .805 (.024)

Navojoa .931 (.016) .936 (.019) .953 (.018) .83* (.060)

Salome .839 (.039) .833 (.049) .894 (.030) .792 (.034)

Mt. Lemmon .661 (.045) .783 (.051) .702 (.071) .539 (.081)
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Table 15. Initial germination results for three sites.— These trials 

were made 4 months after seed collection. 200 seeds from 
each adult were used to obtain mean germination frequency 
for each area tested. Numbers in parentheses indicate stan
dard errors for frequency means. Youngest Navojoa class 
contained only 3 samples.

Germination Potential Data
Population Whole Pop. Old Adults Medium Young

Saguaro N.M. East .771 (.041) .653 (.089) .880 (.043) .780 (.060)

Ironwood .712 (.043) .605 (.077) .728 (.085) .804 (.049)

Navojoa .968 (.008) .968 (.010) .978 (.008) .937*(.034)

>
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areas; they appeared stunted and unhealthy. Seedlings produced by the 

samples from Salome, Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, and Navojoa 

sites emerged and greened quickly, and were robust in appearance. This 

was particularly true of the Navojoa seedlings and to a lesser extent 

of the Salome samples. It could be argued that a microorganism pre

valent in the general area of the first three mentioned sites contam

inated the samples both during and after germination; however, as seeds 

were generally imbedded in the fruit pulp and not exposed to air or 

soil in most cases, this appears unlikely.

Correlations of Allele Frequencies 
with Environmental Factors

Computer analysis was used to clarify correlations among gene 

frequencies and relationships between gene frequencies and other vari

ables such as germination percent and climatic factors, expecially 

moisture.

An SPSS: Statistical Package for the'Social Sciences program 

was used for data analysis with a Cyber-175 computer. The program was 

designed to include a number of variables in addition to allele fre

quency values for individual samples. Seed size was subjectively 

determined for each sample using a scale of 1 (small)-5 (large); these 

values were included for analysis as considerable variability in seed 

size was noted throughout the study. Germination percentages for indi

vidual samples were recorded, as were the number heterozygous loci 

inferred for individual maternal samples plants. These values and the 

environmental factors chosen as independent variables are shown in

Table 16.



Table 16. Values used in computer analyses

Values Used for Computer Analyses

Variable
Population A 
Saguaro East

Population B 
Ironwood

Population C 
Organ Pipe

Population D 
Navojoa

Population E 
Salome

Population F 
Molino Basin

Site 1 2 3 4 5 6
Age 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3
Plant 1-30 31-60 61-90 91-108 109-138 139-164
Esterase 10 freq[• INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE VALUES
GOT 40 freq. INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE VALUES
PCI 33 freq. INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE VALUES
Seed size 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5
Germination P INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE VALUES
Heterozygous Loci INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE VALUES
Summer Rain 7.50 in. 6.00 in. 5.06 in. 11.61 in. 3.15 in. 8.60 in.
Winter Rain 3.95 in. 2.30 in. 2.99 in. 2.55 in. 2.42 in. 4.50 in.
Spring Rain 1.54 in 1.32 in. 1.12 in. .88 in. 1.30 in. 1.93 in.
Temperature 69.8° F 69.9° F 69.2° F 77.4° F 67.3° F 65.5° F
Elevation 3100 ft. 2815 ft. 1680 ft. 124 ft. 1700 ft. 3700 ft.
Dry Spell 10% 10% 34% 78% 42% 5%
Dry July 0% 10% 10% 2% 25% 0%
Freeze 8 15 20 0 46 20
Slope 1 1 2 2 3 3

Summer = JASO, Winter = NDJF, Spring «= MAMJ. Temperature = yearly mean. Elevation = feet
Dryspell ■ % of weather record years showing four consecutive months with a total rainfall of .25 in. 

or less.
Dry July = % of weather record years showing .25 in. or less of rain in July.
Freeze = average number of days per winter with minimum temperature below freezing.
Slope “ aspect: 1 - N facing, 2 - S facing, 3 * SE facing.
Weather information from Sellers and Hill (1974) except for Navojoa (Hastings, 1964; Hastings and 

Humphrey, 1969) and Saguaro east, taken from National Park Service weather records.
in
VO
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Clarification of some environmental variable labels is neces

sary. The rainfall was divided into only three seasons: summer (in

cluding July, August, September, October), winter (November, December, 

January, February), and spring (March, April, May, June). This was 

done so natural periods of rainfall would not be broken into four 

seasons artificially and thus give misleading results. Summer rainfall 

begins in July in all areas and continues until September or early 

October in some years. Most of October and November are dry in all 

areas, making a natural break between these months, then winter rains 

extend from late November through February. The remaining four months 

are generally dry in all areas. Thus the three season year used here 

reflects natural periods of precipitation more accurately than the 

usual four season representation.

The dry-July value represents percent of years (for which 

weather records exist) in which less than h inch of rain fell during 

July, the most important month for saguaro seed germination and a 

month of considerable rainfall over much of the range of the cactus. 

The dryspell value connotes the percent of years with at least four 

months showing a combined total of less than h; inch of precipitation; 

this total was chosen so that trace or very small amounts of rain 

during dry season months would not preclude classification of a par

ticular month as 'dry' when the amount of precipitation was too small 

to be of value to the cacti.

The other independent variables are straightforward. Temper

ature refers to the average annual temperature for each area; eleva

tion is the approximate elevation in feet; slope is the direction of
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slope for each site, with (1) representing north-facing slope, (2) 

southfacing, and (3) south-east facing; freeze refers to the average 

number of days each year with a minimum temperature below 32°F.

All of the listed values were used to obtain a Pearson Corre

lation, or pairwise comparison of each variable with all others. Im

portant results of this analysis are shown in Table 17.

Of particular interest in these results is the correlation of 

all three polymorphic loci with the regularity of severe drought; such 

a relationship suggests that moisture stress is an important factor in 

the survival of newly germinated saguaros. The correlation of these 

loci with elevation should also be noted. Elevation and the dry-spell 

value are closely and negatively correlated, (-.9742, sig. .000), since 

increased elevation results in increased rainfall at all seasons for 

the areas sampled. The relationship of allele frequency and elevation 

may also reflect the influence of temperature on survival of young 

plants more accurately than the temperature variable itself, which is 

only an average value, or the number of days with a minimum temperature 

below freezing, which does not reflect extremes or duration of low 

temperatures. The correlation with slope may reflect this influence 

also.

The frequencies of the two loci showing greatest variability, 

EST III and GOT I, correlate well with each other, and with germination 

percent, seasonal rainfall and a dry germination period in July. The 

PGI allozyme frequencies do not show such marked correlations with 

these variables as do the other loci. The slow allele is fixed in two 

populations and nearly so in the others, particularly in the Molino



Table 17. Relationships shown by Pearson correlation.— Numbers represent correlation coefficients.
Parenthetic values indicate level of significance, or probability of exceeding the corre
lation coefficient value by chance. * shows a non-significant correlation.

Results of Pearson Correlation
Value EST GOT PGI Seed Size Germ. pet.

EST III - - - - -
GOT I .2620 (.001) - - - -
PGI -.2361 (.003) * - - -
Seed Size * * * - -
Germ. Pet. -.3053 (.000) -.2534 (.001) * .1841 (.018) -
Het. Loci .2994 (.000) * -.1645 (.037) * *
Summer Rain * .3270 (.000) * * *
Winter Rain .2640 (.001) .5552 (.000) * * -.2190 (.005)
Spring Rain .3166 (.000) .4122 (.000) * -.1599 (.041) -.3205 (.000)
Elevation .4250 (.000) .4632 (.000) -.1736 (.028) -.1712 (.028) -.3739 (.000)
Dryspell -.4566 (.000) .4502 (.000) .2529 (.001) .1600 (.041) -.3646 (.000)
Dry July -.2431 (.002) -.5839 (.000) * * .1974 (.011)
Slope -.1833 (.020) -.2427 (.002) .3273 (.001) * .1575 (.044)
Temperature -.2530 (.001) * * * .1667 (.033)
Age * .1825 (.021) * .2073 (.008) *
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Basin and Saguaro East groups. The fast allele is more common in the 

Ironwood and Organ Pipe populations, though not extremely so even there. 

Thus, there is not as clear a trend of frequency change from higher, 

cooler, wetter areas to lower, warmer, drier areas as is seen with the 

other loci where frequencies of opposing alleles are more nearly equal.

A Pearson Correlation was also made for each area separately, 

primarily to look for intra-population correlations of allele frequen

cies with age group. A few miscellaneous, and fairly weak, relation

ships were noted but no consistent patterns or related phenomena were 

evident. It should be mentioned here that the correlation with age 

group seen in the Pearson Correlation for all sites simultaneously was 

not consistent from site to site in individual site runs.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also made with the CYBER 

175 computer using the same SPSS program. This ANOVA was designed to 

produce results similar to those of a regression analysis, but was 

easier to use than the latter as it was flexible enough to accommodate 

sample size differences and missing data and did not require the dummy 

variables needed for a regression program. The generalized form of 

this analysis was a comparison of each dependent variable (allele fre

quencies at one locus) BY one to five non-metric independent factors 

(variables such as site and age which have been assigned whole number 

values) WITH one to five metric covariates (variables such as tempera

ture and rainfall which have measured values). Use of the appropriate 

options allowed simultaneous analysis of factors and covariates so that 

their combined effects on the dependent variable could be measured. 

Interactions of factors and covariates could not be obtained from this



program; this information is present in the Pearson correlation data, 

although not with respect to individual dependent variables.

Two separate ANOVAs were run. The first used each dependent 

variable measured BY the factors site, age, and number of heterozygous 

loci per individual (hetloci) WITH the covariates germination percent 

and allele frequencies for the two loci not used as dependent varia

bles. Site appeared to be a significant factor in determining values 

for the dependent variable Esterase (F-6.982, sig. .004). The hetloci 

value also was a factor in the esterase values (F=6.292, sig. .003).

Age and hetloci showed a two-way interaction when analyzed with respect 

to esterase frequencies (F-2.730, sig. .032). The GOT dependent varia

ble also showed site as a major factor in its variation (F=20.425, sig. 

.001). Age appeared as a marginal factor in GOT variation (F*2.650, 

sig. .075); this weak correlation was also seen in the Pearson corre

lation data, but results for individual sites were somewhat contradic

tory so that this apparent overall relationship is in doubt. The 

dependent variable PGI also showed site as a major factor in variation 

(F=7.341, sig. .001). Germination percent showed a weak effect (F= 

2.950, sig. .088). As for EST, interaction of age and hetloci was 

significant (F=5.350, sig. .001).

A second ANOVA was run to elucidate age related differences 

and measure effects of more environmental variables. Allele frequen

cies for each locus were measured BY age, hetloci, and slope factors 

WITH allele frequencies for the remaining loci and metric independent 

variables total rainfall, mean temperature, and dryspell. As in the 

first ANOVA, age showed a marginal effect in the case of GOT. It was
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interesting to note that slope appeared to correlate with all three 

variable loci: EST (F-2.561, sig. .081) GOT (F-9.323, sig. .001) and 

PGI (F"3.117> sig. .047). Why these relationships exist is unclear; 

aspect, or the direction in which a slope faces, could affect the 

lighting received during gemination. This might be important since 

the red wavelengths are important to the germination process. PGI was 

significantly related with environmental variables rainfall (F™4.907, 

sig. .028), temperature (F-3.890, sig. .048), and dryspell (F=3.126, 

sig. .079), while GOT was associated with total rainfall (F=13.022, 

sig. .001), and weakly with mean temperature (F=2.759, sig. .099).

None of the loci were significantly affected by allele frequencies"at 

the other loci.

Correlation of a Mutant Phenotype 
with an Electrophoretic Pattern

Throughout the study, certain of the Navojoa (area D) samples 

produced in low frequency seedlings which were pale green with enlarged 

cotyledons. Occasional aberrant electrophoretic patterns were noted in 

the GOT assays for seedlings from these samples also. However, gener

ally unclear banding due to technique difficulties and slight darkening 

of the pale seedlings with age obscured the relationship between the 

phenotypic mutant and the altered electromorph for some time. Thus the 

phenomenon was not examined until near the end of the study.

The pale character of the seedlings indicated a possible chlo

rophyll mutant or deficiency, while the enlarged cotyledons suggested 

a need for increased surface area to compensate for reduced photosyn

thetic efficiency. The discovery that these pale plants always
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produced an altered pattern for the GOT assay led to an Intriguing ex

planation, which requires the recall of the transaminase reaction:

a keto-glutarate + aspartate 593L5—f.?186) glutamate + oxaloacetate

Oxaloacetate then binds a diazonium salt. Fast Blue BB, to give 

bands. Labelling experiments have shown that a keto glutarate and 

glutamate are incorporated into the chlorophyll presursor 6 amino

levulinic acid in bean, barley, and cucumber leaves much more effi

ciently than glycine and succinate, which are utilized in the synthesis 

of structurally similar hemoglobin precursors in animals (Beale and 

Castlefranco, 1974). In addition, the carbon skeleton of glutamate 

was converted into 5ALA in bean leaves in a manner incompatible with 

6ALA synthesis from succinyl CoA and glycine (Beale, Gough, and 

Granick, 1975). Cyanidium caldarium, a unicellular rhodophyte, also 

showed uptake of labelled a keto-glutarate and glutamate during chlo

rophyll biosynthesis (Jurgenson, Beale, and Troxler, 1976). Thus these 

compounds may be widely used in the biosynthesis of chlorophyll. If 

the same pathway prevails in these plants, it may be that the altered 

GOT pattern represents reduced glutamate synthesis and subsequent re

duction of chlorophyll synthesis. The intensity of mutant bands indi

cates enzymes at least as active as those in normal plants; however, 

since it is oxaloacetate which reacts with the staining salt to form 

bands, the bands indicate only that an amine group has been removed 

from aspartate to form oxaloacetate and not that it has actually been 

transferred to a keto-glutarate to form glutamate. Various mechanisms 

could account for disruption of this transfer. Thus available
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information is not incompatible with the idea that the mutant results 

from reduced glutamate synthesis.

The aberrant pattern also may give clues about the structure of 

the GOT enzyme. The entire pattern shifts anodally, showing an appar

ently fixed band at 40 mm instead of 36 mm as in normal plants, and a 

polymorphic zone with bands at 46 mm, 50 mm or both without the inter

mediate band seen in normal heterozygotes which display bands at 40 mm, 

46 mm or both with an intermediate at 43 mm. The loss of an inter

mediate band in apparently heterozygous mutants could indicate either 

monomer production or preferential formation of homomeric dimers. A 

possible explanation for the simultaneous shift of both zones is that 

the loci controlling the two zones produce enzymes which share subunits. 

Simultaneous changes in migration rates for three different groups of 

humanerythrocyte esterases have been shown to result from a single gene 

mutation, proving that isozymes of different molecular weight and 

kinetic characters can share subunits (Tashian, 1965), and a similar 

mechanism has been proposed to explain the observed simultaneous changes 

in migration of phosphoglucose isomerase isozymes (Kahler, pers. comm., 
1976).

There is also some variation in the phenotypic expression of 

this mutant, some seedlings being very light and others more nearly 

normal. Some of the lightest plants, especially those from the sample 

which produced the greatest proportion of mutants, showed aberrant pat

terns not only for GOT, but also in PGI, GDH, EST II, ACPH I and III; 

EST I and III and ACPH II were reduced in intensity to the point that 

they were sometimes invisible. MDH and the TO zones did not appear to

1
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be affected. This finding confuses the picture somewhat and adds to the 
difficulty of determining the exact nature of the mutant or its pattern 

of inheritance.

A single allele whose product has pleiotrophic effects may be 

responsible for the mutant. The altered electromorphs are an 'all or 

nothing* phenomenon, suggesting either that a mutant gene product alters 

the normal product of the opposing allele in heterozygotes, or that the 

opposite is true and only homozygotes for the mutant gene show the 

effect. If the first idea is correct, the low frequency of mutant seed

lings in samples in which they occur rules out all sample plants in the

study as carriers: a maternal carrier would be mutant and pass the mutant 

to at least half of the offspring. If the second prevails, the frequen

cy of the mutant is higher than it appears and some maternal plants could

be non-mutant heterozygotes. The first idea has slightly more support. 

Pale seedlings survive as well as normal ones for at least several 

months in the lab, and may live to adulthood in the field; also, two 

plants close together produced the most pale mutants, with a decline in 

mutant frequency with distance from that area, possibly indicating a 

single carrier in this small population as a pollen source for all 

mutant seedlings observed. However, since the nature of the mutant is 

unclear it is not presently possible to determine if either of these

ideas is correct.



DISCUSSION

The results of statistical and computer analyses have shown 

significant interpopulation differences in allele frequencies and ger

mination potential, and correlation of these differences with certain 

environmental variables.

Particularly evident is the relationship of the dependent 

variables with moisture stress, which increases in differing patterns 

towards the western and southern regions of the range of the saguaro. 

From east to west across southern Arizona, summer rainfall, which re

sults from storms originating over the Gulf of Mexico, diminishes con

siderably and becomes very unpredictable. Spring months are very dry, 

with severity of drought increasing to the west. Winter rain, though 

not extremely plentiful because of the ’rain shadow' effect of the 

Sierra Nevada on Pacific storms, is more dependable than summer rain.

To the south, summer rainfall is abundant as a result of a seasonal 

north-south migration of a low pressure system, but winter moisture is 

scant and unpredictable, and spring rain almost nonexistent. The 

north-eastern area of the range, near Tucson, receives more rain at all 

seasons and has a double peak, or nearly equal rainfall in summer and 

winter (Sellers and Hill, 1974).

Thus sparse July rain at the western edge of the range is in

adequate for abundant germination in many years, and in both western 

and southern areas severe spring drought often reduces flowering and 

seed set and dessicates young seedlings. Around Tucson, moisture
69
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stress is probably a factor in seedling survival only in exceptional 

years, and Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument is intermediate between 

Tucson and the westernmost areas in severity of drought. The fact that 

these moisture patterns are reflected in allele frequency differences 

for all three variable loci identified suggests selective action of 

severe, prolonged drought, especially since the two most variable loci 

are independent of one another with no evidence for linkage of the 

third to either. Also suggestive of the selective action of moisture 

stress is the correlation of germination percent with drought. Seeds 

from the driest areas germinated more quickly and in larger numbers 

than those from the Tucson area, and the seedlings were noticeably more 

robust, indicating especially efficient uptake and storage of water in 

moisture deficient areas. This was especially evident in seedlings 

from the Salome and Navojoa sites, although the Organ Pipe samples 

germinated nearly as well, and were generally healthy in appearance.

A selective agent should be related to the function of the allo- 

zymes in question and should cause a departure from Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium as evidence that selection is acting on that locus and not 

one closely linked (Wills, 1973). The production of a departure from 

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in dessication experiments is difficult to 

show since saguaro seedlings tolerate drought for several months under 

laboratory conditions. By the time they are severely drought stressed, 

they are too old to give clear results in the gel technique used here. 

Functions of the enzymes coded by the three polymorphic loci are as 

follows: (1) Esterases metabolize natural esters, using water molecules 
to hydrolyze ester linkages. An allozyme of low efficiency or one whose
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activity is reduced by high internal ion concentration might be favored 

in areas of frequent moisture stress; one catalyzing a reverse reaction 

could produce metabolic water, also advantageous in a dry environment. 

Esterases also participate in fatty acid metabolism, and may contribute 

to formation of the waxy layer on the cuticle surface. An allozyme 

could promote more efficient retention of water by producing abundant 

wax. (2) GOT is an amino transferase, which functions primarily to 

transfer an amine group from aspartate to a-keto-glutarate, forming 

glutamate and oxaloacetate. Although reversible, the reaction is usu

ally associated with degradation of amino acids and yields glutamate as 

one end product. The aspartate-oxaloacetate couple is common, but not 

as specific as the a-keto-glutarate-glutamate one. The transaminase 

reaction itself involves no net loss or gain of water, but subsequent 

reactions of glutamate (dehydrogenation) and oxaloacetate (glyoxalate 

cycle) do evolve water. Thus a particularly active transaminase allo

zyme might be favored in a dry area. In this study, an apparently more 

active allozyme (darker band) was most frequent in areas of greatest 

moisture stress. (3) PGI catalyzes the reversible conversion of 

fructose-6-phosphate to glucose-6-phosphate. The enzyme is rate limit

ing and proceeds most readily in the stated direction with no net gain 

or loss of water. As with GOT subsequent reactions may favor certain 

allozymes under specific conditions. Thus, while no direct evidence 

exists for selective activity of moisture stress on these enzymes, 

possible mechanisms can be seen.

Limited evidence for selection pressure from moisture stress 

has also been obtained from other studies. A good example is the work
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of Hamrick and Allard (1972) with the wild oat species Avena barbata, 

in which they found intrapopulation changes in esterase allele frequen

cies over short distances correlated with a change from mesic to xeric 

conditions.

Another factor of potential selective influence is temperature, 

but temperature factors revealing critical variation patterns are not 

easily extracted from available weather records. Mean temperatures, 

for example, are not very useful, especially in areas with wide diurnal 

fluctuations since extreme rather than intermediate temperatures are 

potential agents of selection. Important temperature variations do 

exist across the range of the cactus, however. The Molino Basin and 

Saguaro East sites are the coldest areas. Although temperature in

versions cause these areas to average fewer days per winter with mini

mum temperatures of 32°.or below than the westernmost site at Salome, 

they are subject to infrequent fcold snaps* such as those of 1962 and 

1971, with several days of subfreezing temperatures. The Ironwood site, 

on the west side of the Tucson Mountains, is less affected by these 

critical periods as indicated by the presence of Olneya tesota (iron- 

wood), which is not seen in the other Tucson sites. Freezing temper

atures occur fairly commonly at Organ Pipe and frequently at Salome, 

but they are of short duration in early morning hours and their effects 

may be offset by warm winter days. Sumner temperatures in these areas 

are generally warmer than at Tucson also. The Navojoa area is never 

exposed to freezing temperatures and is very warm in summer. Of the 

parameters used for analysis, elevation best reflects this pattern of
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temperature variation, although the relationship is somewhat artificial 

because a number of factors control temperature.

Thus in northeastern areas of the range extreme cold is a crit

ical factor in the survival of saguaros. Cactus tissues contain large 

amounts of water and are damaged by ice crystal formation during periods 

of freezing temperatures; seedlings are especially vulnerable during 

'cold snaps' because of their small volume. Cold temperatures may in

terfere more generally with many metabolic reactions also. Temperatures 

in western and southern areas appear more amenable, although summer heat 

may be stressful in the west where sparse nurse plants offer little 

shelter. Both germination percent and allele frequencies for all three 

polymorphic loci show some correlation with this temperature pattern as 

represented by elevation; GOT frequencies are particularly well related.

A geographic dine in adult morphology also suggests adaptation to tem

perature differences. Saguaros in the northeastern part of the range 

are larger in diameter and have fewer flutings than those in other areas. 

This increased volume and reduced surface area may slow heat loss during 

cold periods, decreasing the vulnerability of individuals to freezing 

(Niering et al., 1963); the opposite form in warmer areas may facili

tate heat loss.

The action of temperature as a selective force can be related 

to the function of nearly any enzyme, including those of this study, 

since optimum enzyme activity often occurs in response to a particular 

temperature and might easily vary from one allozyme to another. Thus 

proposal of temperature as a selective agent is feasible in this regard.



Experiments to test the effects of temperature extremes on Hardy- 

Weinberg equilibria for the loci in question have not been attempted.

As in the case of moisture stress, various studies have given 

evidence that temperature variations may selectively influence allozyme 

frequencies. Koehn (1969) has shown a tight correlation of changes in 

the frequencies of two esterase alleles with a temperature cline along 

the Colorado River for the sucker Catastomus clarkii. Also, apparent 

heat tolerant esterase allozymes have been noted in Lilium species 

(Pandey, 1972), and may influence or be linked to allozymes which con

trol self-compatibility in those plants. Such temperature specific 

allozymes could be a way that adaptation to temperature ranges develops.

Since plants are unable to escape environmental conditions' as 

easily as animals", which may retreat to more suitable microclimates in 

the event of harsh extremes, it seems reasonable that the selective in

fluence of environmental parameters might be reflected especially well 

in their genomes. Such selection has been noted in annual plants and 

appears to be the case here. Interestingly, geographic patterns of 

moisture stress and temperature variation across the range of the 

saguaro are similar. While morphological differences such as seedling 

size and adult diameter appear to indicate the influence of dessication 

and temperature respectively, allele frequency differences are difficult 

to attribute specifically to one factor or the other. Actually, the 

two parameters may have interacting influences: temperature, for ex

ample, may affect water use in plants by limiting activity of enzymes 

using or releasing water. Other factors, such as pH fluctuations, un

doubtedly interact with these two also. Morphological differences are
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probably under complex control by many loci, but the variations do 

correlate with those of the potential selective factors considered and 

are reflected in the gene frequencies observed here. Correlations be

tween morphological variation and enzyme genotypes have also been dis
covered in studies of Avena barbata (Hamrick and Allard, 1975).

It is interesting to note that the patterns of variation among 

saguaro cactus populations are not reflected in Drosophila 

nlgrospiracula which inhabit the rotting tissues of the cacti, even 

though the flies respond to the same selective forces of temperature 

and moisture stress as the cacti (Sluss, 1975). This lack of obvious 

relationship is perhaps not surprising since the rot pocket probably 

acts as somewhat of a buffer against external environmental conditions, 

and larvae and flies are not affected in the same way as living plants 

by environmental conditions.

Long-living perennial plants such as saguaro cacti have the 

potential to reflect temporal as well as spatial response to selective 

pressure. However, consistent intrapopulation allele frequency differ

ences among age groups were not evident although approximately 100 years 

separated the germination of the oldest and youngest groups of sample 

plants. Allele frequencies may change from one year age class to the 

next in response to climatic fluctuations, as has been shown by 

Hulcahy (1975) for maple seedlings, but these changes are impossible to 

discover in a sample of adult cacti because of the impossibility of 

identifying members of a particular age class (as one can for trees with 

tree rings) and because of the outcrossing requirements of this species. 

Drastic effects such as severe freezes or prolonged droughts also act on
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adult plants but may or may not affect differently sized plants in dif

ferent ways. Thus only long term trends of climatic change might be 

expected to cause identifiable changes in frequencies from old to young 

plants, because so many factors mask minor climatic fluctuations.

One further point deserves mention, and that is the estimate of 

the percent heterozygosity which can be made for saguaro. Of the loci 

examined, 15% were polymorphic in the Navojoa and Salome populations, 

the groups most drought stressed, and 23% were polymorphic in the re

maining areas. This compares well with the figure of 26% obtained for 

Oenothera biennis (Levin, Howland, and Steiner, 1972). The average 

percent of loci heterozygous per individual varied from 5% (Navojoa) to 

8.9% at Organ Pipe, well in line with figures of 10-12% for outcrossing 

species such as barley and c o m  examined in a study comparing outcross- 

ers and inbreeders (Allard and Kahler, 1971). It is interesting to 

note that the fewest polymorphic loci and the lowest per individual 

heterozygosities were seen in the marginal Navojoa and Salome popula

tions, while the highest per individual heterozygosity occurred, as 

might be expected, in the Organ Pipe population which is the least 

marginal of the areas with respect to environmental factors.



SUMMARY

Six populations of saguaro cactus from areas of the range re

presenting different environmental conditions were chosen for this 

study. Seeds were collected from each area, germinated, and examined 

electrophoretically. The starch gel electrophoretic technique was used 

to identify Isozymes, verify the status of certain bands as allozymes 

by using seedlings from a controlled cross of two adults, and look for 

interpopulation differences in allozyme frequencies.

Thirteen loci, representing seven enzyme systems, were analyzed. 

Two of these, an esterase (EST) locus and a glutamate oxaloacetate 

transaminase (GOT) locus, were each polymorphic for the same two al

leles in all populations with a third rarer allele occurring for the 

EST locus in one area. A third locus, phospho-glucose isomerase (PCI), 

showed the same two alleles in four populations, but was monomorphic 

for the more common allele in the remaining areas.

Allozyme frequencies for these loci were compared among the six 

populations and significant differences were found. These differences 

were found to correlate well with environmental variations in moisture 

and temperature when the allele frequency and environmental variable 

data were subjected to computer analysis. The patterns of allele fre

quency variation for all three variable loci reflect the dine of vari

ation in both temperature and rainfall across the range. Rainfall 

decreases as one moves from the northeastern part of the range near 

Tucson to the southern and western areas, and becomes marginal for
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saguaro survival in western Arizona and southern Sonora, Mexico. Tem

perature is highest in these areas, decreasing in general towards the 

north and east and becoming marginal in the Tucson area. The observed 

correlations suggest a selective force exerted by both of these factors, 

possibly by a complex interaction of the two.

Genotypes of the adult sample plants were inferred from the 

electrophoretic data for seedlings, and allele frequencies determined 

for each of three general age groups of adults in order to look for 

differences which might reflect possible selective affects of long term 

environmental changes on these long-living plants. No consistent al

lele frequency differences corresponding to age groups was noted. Age 

related gene frequency differences may exist, but are masked because of 

the impossibility of isolating narrowly defined age groups for study.
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